Stacy Wharton-McCoy—Winston-Salem, NC

Getting Back on Track with a Car Loan from Ways to Work

When Stacy Wharton McCoy didn't have a car, the single mother of three relied on friends and public transportation to get her children to day care and herself to work. Then she leaned about Ways to Work. The Milwaukee-based CDFI serves low- and moderate-income communities, helping individuals obtain car loans of up to $8,000 at a competitive interest rate. Ways to Work extended Stacy a loan to purchase a car and provided her with financial coaching and credit-boosting support.  

"With this loan from Ways to Work, I am back on track, and I now have a car that I would have not been able to buy otherwise."

Stacy Wharton-McCoy
Mother

Impact

- Stacy's household is one of nearly 6,000 each year that Ways to Work educates and one of the approximately 2,000 families annually it provides with low-interest loans.

WaysToWork.org